PGD for autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease type 1.
Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is primarily characterized by renal cysts and progression to renal failure. It is a genetically heterogeneous disease, with mutations in the PKD1 gene accounting for the majority of cases. Direct mutation detection for PKD1-linked ADPKD or type 1 is complicated by the large size and complex genomic structure of PKD1. This paper describes a microsatellite marker-based assay for PGD in couples at risk of transmitting ADPKD type 1. During PGD, genetic analysis is carried out on single blastomeres biopsied from preimplantation embryos obtained after IVF, and only embryos unaffected by the disease under investigation are selected for transfer. Single-cell genetic analysis relied on a fluorescent duplex-PCR of linked polymorphic markers followed by fragment length determination on an automated sequencer. The co-amplification of the intragenic KG8 and the extragenic D16S291 marker at the single-cell level was evaluated in pre-clinical tests on lymphoblasts and research blastomeres. The developed assay proved to be efficient (96.1% amplification) and accurate (1.4% allele drop-out and 4.3% contamination), and can be applied in all informative ADPKD type 1 couples. From five clinical cycles carried out for three couples, two pregnancies ensued, resulting in the birth of two healthy children.